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Academic Uocabulary

. dominate . decline

Content Vocabulary

. mercenary. burgher

. republic

IAI(ING NOTES:

Key ldeosond Detoils

like this one to identify the major

principles of Machiavelli's work,

The Prince.
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TT MATTERS BTceusE
The Renaissonce served as o bridge between the Middle
Ages and modern times. Beginning in the prosperous states
of ltoly, the Renaissance marked the emergence of a new
urban culture that was largely spreod by trode. This culture
had a more worldly outlook than that of the Middle Ages.

The lVlajor ltalian States
Whot contributed to the rise of the ltzli0n stltes during the Renoissonce?

How did Mochiovelli\ work influence politicol power in the Western world?

In the late Middle Ages, Italy was much more urban than the rest of
Europe, and a thriving trade network was based in Italy's rnany
cities. The energy tl-rat trade gave to Italy's urban environment
encouraged an exchange of ideas that helped stimulate the develop-
ment of Renaissance culture.

Italy had prospered from a flourishing trade that had expanded
during the Middle Ages. Italian cities such as Venice had taken the
lead in establishing merchant fleets and trading with the Byzantine
and Islamic civilizations to the east. High demand fbr Middle
Eastern goods enabled Italian merchants to set up trading centers in
eastern ports. There they obtained silks, sugar, and spices, which
were sent back to Europe.

Italian trading ships had also moved into the western Mediter-
ranean and then north along ti-re Atlantic seaboard. These ships
exchar-rged goods with merchants in England and the Netherlands.
Goods, however, were not the only cargo. The ideas of the Renais-
sance, deveioped in italy, spread north aior-rg trade routes to the rest
of Europe.

During the Middle Ages, Italy had failed to develop a central-
ized monarchical state. The lack of a single strong ruler made it
possible for a number of city-states in northern and central Italy to
rernain independent. By early in the fifteenth century, five major
territorial states had come to dominate the peninsula. These were
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the city-states of Milan, Venice, and Florence, the Papal States centered on
Rome, and the Kingdom of Naples. Because of their economic power, these
states played crucial roles in Italiar-r politics and culture.

Economics and Politics in the Major ltalian States
Each of the five major territorial states dominated the economic and political
life of its region. Milan, Venice, and Florence were located in northern Italy.
One of the richest city-states, Nlilan stood at the crossroads of the ntain trade
rolrtes from Italian coastal cities to the Alpine passes. In the fourteenth
century, members of the Visconti family established themselves as dukes
of Milan. They exter-rded their power over the surrounding territory of
Lornbardy. The last Visconti ruler of Milan died in 1447. Francesco Sforza
(SFAWRT . sah) led a band of mercenaries-soldiers who fought primarily for
r-noney. Sforza conquered the city and became its duke. The Visconti and
Sforza rulers built a strong centralized state. Usir-rg an efficient tax system,
the Sforzas generated huge revenues for tl-re governrnent.

Another major northern Italian city-state, Venice, served as a

commercial link between Asia and Western Europe. The city dretv traders
from around the world. Officially, Venice nas a republic with an elected

dominate to influence or

control

mercenary a soldier who

fights primarily for pay

republic a form of
government in which the leader is

not a king and certain citizens have

the right to vote

GEOGRAPHY CONNECTION

PLACES AND REGIONS Whi1hof thefive

dominlnt ltlli0n stotes did not hove o seocoast?

HUMAN SYSTEMS How could troders from

londlocked stotes goin occess to the seo?
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Venice was a rich trade empire
ruled by a small group of self
serving merchant-aristocrats.

Under the Visconti family and
later the Sforza dukes, Milan
prospered from trade and

an efficient tax system.

The cultural center of Renaissance
Italy, Florence was governed by the
wealthy and powerful Medici family.
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decline a change to a lower

state or level

v Piero de'Medici, father of Lorenzo,

hired Benozzo Gozzoli in 1459 to

paint frescoes in the chapel of the

Medici Palace. ln this part of his

P rocession of the Mogi, Gozzoli

inrluded portraits ofthe Medici,

surh as Lorenzo (shown as a young

king on horseback).

> CRITICAL THINKING
Drowing Conclusions Why do you

think Gozzoli included portraits ofthe

Medici?

Ieader called a doge (DOHJ). In reality, a small group of wealthy merchant-
aristocrats ran the government of Venice for their benefit. Venice's trade
empire was tremendously profitable and made the city-state an
international power.

The republic of Florence dominated the northern Italian region of
Tuscany. During the fourteenth century, a small, wealthy group of mer-
chants established control of the Florentine government. They waged a
series of successful wars against their neighbors and established Florence as

a major city-state.
In 1434 Cosimo de'Medici (MEH . duh . chee) took control of the city.

The wealthy Medici family ran the goyernment from behind the scenes.

Using their wealth and personal influence, Cosimo, and later his grandson
Lorenzo de' Medici, dominated the city when Florence was the cultural
center of Italy.

As the Italian states grew wealthier, the power of the Church began to
decline slightly. Some church doctrines, such as the sinfulness of usury, or
charging borrowers a fee on money loaned to them, were openly ignored.
Many Italian leaders borrowed and loaned money without fear of reprisal.

During the late 1400s, Florence experienced an economic decline. Most
of its economy was based on the manufacturing of cloth. Increased competi-
tion from English and Flemish cloth makers drove down profits.

During this time, a Dominican preacher named Girolamo Savonarola
began condemning the corruption and excesses of the Medici family.
Rejecting Medici rule and frustrated by economic events, citizens turned to
Savonarola. His attacks weakened the power of the Medici, and a French
invasion of Italy in 1494 resulted in their exile from Florence.

Eventually the Florentines tired of Savonarola's strict regulation of
gambling, horseracing, swearing, painting, music, and books. He also

attacked the corruption of the Church, which angered the pope. In 1498

Savonarola was accused of heresy and sentenced to death. The Medici
family returned to power in Florence.
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The two other dominant centers in Renaissance Italy were the Papal
States and the Kingdom of Naples. Located in central Italy, Rome was the
capital of the Papal States. These territories were officially under the control
of the Catholic Church at this time. By contrast, the Kingdom of Naples,
which dominated southern Italy, was the only one of the five major states
ruled by a hereditary monarch.

The growth of monarchial states in the rest of Europe led to trouble for
the Italian states. The riches of Italy attracted the French king, Charles VIiI.
He led an army of 30,000 men into Italy in 1494. The French occupied the
Kingdom of Naples. Northern Italian states turned for help to the Spanish,
who gladly agreed to send soldiers to Italy. For the next 30 years, the French
and the Spanish battled in Italy as they sought to dominate the region.

A turning point in this struggle came in L527. On May 5, thousands of
troops arrived at the city of Rome. This army belonged to Charles I, king of
Spain and ruler of the Holy Roman Empire. It included mercenaries from
different countries. They had not been paid for months. When they yelled,
"Money! Money!" their leader responded, "If you have ever dreamed of
pillaging a town and laying hold of its treasures, here now is one, the
richest of them all, queen of the worldl'

The next day the invading forces smashed the gates and pushed into
the city. The troops went berserk in a frenzy of bloodshed and looting. The
terrible sack of Rome in 1527 by the armies of Charles I left the Spanish a

dominant force in Italy. The Italian Wars would continue for another
quarter-century, ending only in 1559.

Machiavellion Power
Political power fascinated the people of the Italian Renaissance. No one
gave better expression to this interest than Niccolo Machiavelli (MA. kee.
uh . VEH . lee). His book The Prince is one of the most influential works on
politicalpower in the Western world.

Machiavelli's central thesis in The Prince is the issue of how to get-and
keep-political power. He dedicated his study of practical politics to the
grandson of Lorenzo de' Medici. Machiavelli offered him rules on how to
govern. In the Middle Ages, many writers on political power had empha-
sized the duty of rulers to follow Christian moral principles. Machiavelli,
however, rejected this popular approach. He believed that morality was
unrelated to politics.

From Machiavelli's point of view, a prince's attitude toward power
must be based on an understanding of human nature. He believed human
beings were motivated by self-interest. He said, "...this is to be asserted in
general of men, that they are ungrateful, fickle, false, cowardly, covetous,
and as long as you succeed they are yours entirely." Based on such an
assessment, therefore, political activity should not be restricted by moral
principles. A prince acts on behalf of the state. According to Machiavelli, for
the state's sake, a leader must do good when possible, but be ready to do
evil when necessary. Machiavelli abandoned morality as the basis for
analyzingpolitical activity and argued that the ends justify the means.

His views have had a profound influence on later political leaders. His
influence on politics has continued to the present day.

Z nenorruc pRocRrss csrcx
Exploining Why might Machiavelli have argued that political activity should not be
restricted by moral principles?

PRlrlztRRv Souncrs

65Everyone realizes how
praiseworthy it is for a prince
to honor his word and to be

straightforward rather than
crafty in his dealings; none

the less, contemporary
experience shows that princes
who have achieved great
things have been those who
have given their word lightly,
who have known how to trick
men with their cunning, and
who, in the end, have

overcome those abiding by

honest principles.l!

-Niccold 
Machiavelli,

from fhe Prince

INTERPRETING

What does Machiavelli

use as the basis for his argument

about how a prince should act?
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a This portrait of Baldassare

Castiglione was painted by the

Renaissanre artist Raphael in 1 51 6.

burgher a member of the

middle class who lived in a city or

town

Renaissance Society
G u r D r N G eu E sn o N H ow wos society ch oracterized during the Renoisson ce?

In the Middle Ages, society had been divided into three social classes: the
clergy, the nobility, and the peasants and townspeople. Although this social
order continued into the Renaissance, some changes became evident.

The Nobility
During the Renaissance, nobles, or aristocrats, continued to dominate
society. Making up only a tiny portion of the population in most countries,
nobles held important political posts and served as advisers to the king.

Nobles were expected to fulfill certain ideals in Renaissance society. The
characteristics ofa perfect Renaissance noble were expressed in The Book of
the Courtier, written by the Italian diplomat Baldassare Castiglione (kahs .

teel . YOH . nay) and published in 1528. One of the key ideals of the Renais-
sance was the well-developed individual. in Castiglione's interpretation,
this ideal became the social goal of the aristocracy. A noble was born, not
made. He must have character, grace, and talent. The noble had to be a

warrior, but also needed a classical education and an interest in the arts.
Finally, a noble had to follow certain standards of conduct. What was the
purpose of these standards?

trfiu@
j(The aim of the perfect (ourtier . . . is so to win .. . the favor and mind of the prince whom he serves

that he may be able to tell him . . . the truth about everything he needs to know . , . and that when he

sees the mind of his prince inclined to a wrong action, he may dare to oppose him . . . so as to dissuade

him ofevery evil intent and bring him to the path ofvirtue.t!

-Baldassare 
Castiglione, from The Book of the burtier

Thus, the aim of the perfect noble, by Renaissance standards, was to
serve his prince in an effective and honest way. Nobles would aspire to
Castiglione's principles for hundreds of years while they continued to
dominate European social and political life.

Peasants and Townspeople
During the Renaissance, peasants still constituted the vast majority of the
total European population. Serfdom continued to decrease with the decline
of the manorial system. By 1500, especially in Western Europe, more and
more peasants became legally free.

At the top of urban society were the patricians. With their wealth from
trade, industry, and banking, they dominated their communities. Below
them were the burghers-the shopkeepers, artisans, guild masters, and
guild members. Below the burghers were the workers, who earned low
wages, and the unemployed. Both of the latter groups lived miserable lives
and made up a significant portion of the urban population.

During the late 1300s and the 1400s, urban poverty increased dramati-
cally throughout Europe. One rich merchant, who had little sympathy for
the poor, wrote:

5(Those that are lazy in a way that does harm to the city, and who can offer no just reason for their

condition, should either be forced to work or expelled from the kityl. The city would thus rid itself of that

most harmful part of the poorest class.t,

-quoted 
in Renori sonce Europe: Age of Recovery ond Reconciliotion
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Familyand Marriage
The family bond was a source of great security during the Renaissance.
Parents carefully arranged marriages to strengthen business or family ties.
In upper-class families, parents often worked out the details when their
children were only two or three years old. These marriage contracts
included a dowry, a sum of money that the wife's family gave to the
husband upon marriage.

The father-husband was the center of the
Italian tamily. He managed all finances, since his
wife had no share in his wealth. He also made the
decisions that determined the path of his chil-
dren's lives.

The mother's chief role was to supervise the
household and raise her children, which might
include their moral education. For example, the
fifteenth-century Florentine noblewoman Alessan-
dra Strozzi wrote a letter to one of her grown sons
commending him for acting charitably to the son
of an enemy:

mn@
5(You gave Brunetto's son food to eat and clothes to wear, and you

gave him shelter and money and sent him back here; out ofthe seven

acts of mercy you have performed three.il

-quoted 
in Seleded Letters of Alessondro Strozzi

A father had absolute authority over the
children living under his roof. Males became
adults when they left home, reached a certain
age-which varied from place to place-or were
emancipated (legally freed) by their fathers.
Women never became legal adults while the father
lived unless they were emancipated.

Z nrnorruc pRocRess cnecx

Controsting How does Castiglione's view of the
responsibilities of a ruling class differ from Machiavelli's?

v Raphael's Ma r ri og e of th e Vi rgi n

(1504) presents biblical figures in a

contemporary Renaissance setting.

> CRITICAT THINKING
Synthesizing What view of the role of

maniage in Renaissance society does the

composition ofthis work present?

p

Reviewing Vocabulary
1, Comparing Write a paragraph comparing a republic to a

monar(hi(al state. Give examples 0f each type of government from

Renaissance ltaly.

Using Your Notes
2, Summarizing Use your graphic organizer identifying the major

principles of Machiavelli's work to write a paragraph summarizing

his politicalviews.

Answering the Guiding Questions
3. ldentifying Couseand Effecf What contributed to the rise of the

Italian states during the Renaissance?

4. Moking Connections How did Machiavelli's work influence

political power in the Western world?

5. ldentifying Central lssues How was society characterized

during the Renaissance?

Wdting Activity
6. INFORMATIVVEXPIANAT0RY Write a paragraph explaining

how trade encouraged the development ofthe Renaissance.
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